Interpretation of high spatial resolution elemental mineral maps can be hindered by high frequency 14 fluctuations, as well as by strong naturally-occurring or analytically-induced variations. We have 15 2
elements are high, but in the present example the concentrations are low and can easily be cut to 118 positive values without further consideration. If the mapped area is not entirely filled with sample 119 material (i.e., if a sample was mounted in epoxy resin and this resin was intentionally ablated in order 120 to obtain a rectangular map), the user must ensure that the resin value, which is generally constant, is 121 still included in the data to prevent incorrect resampling of these areas by the outlier removal step. 122
This step can have multiple iterations as successive outlier removals allow an improved visualisation 123 of geochemical fluctuations. The automatic Side View is extremely valuable at this stage as the outlier 124 values as well as the signal to be retained are indicated by the vertical axis. During the whole process 125 however it is necessary to keep in mind that some valuable geochemical information can reside in 126 high-frequency variability. It is thus unwise to crop the highest or lowest values too close to the main 127 visible fluctuations (see Fig. 2a and caption) . Moreover, one must be aware that the larger the holes 128 caused by outlier removal, the less accurate the following steps will become. We suggest that the 129 number of outliers compared to the size of the data must be reasonably low. As an indication, the 130 acquisition time, with data acquisition progressing in successive lines from left to right then top to 175
bottom. 176
A first option to deal with this trend is to execute an automatic detrending. By clicking the 177 corresponding button, AERYN calculates the best fitting linear plane to the data and applies a 178 detrending corresponding to this plane. (Fig. 3) . With this simple operation and even in the case of instrumental drift, it is possible to 183 work on the map without necessarily having to return to data acquisition. 184
When selecting a line or a column and clicking on "Display", two new windows present the selected 185 transect and its calculated linear trend on one panel (Fig. 3a) , and the same transect along with its 186 detrended transect on the other (Fig. 3b) . No operations to the map have been done at this stage. If 187 satisfied with these detrending parameters, the user can close both computer windows and Validate. 188
This will detrend the matrix and display the detrended map on all graphs (Fig. 3c) . If the calculated 189 transects are not satisfactory, they can be cancelled by resetting the detrending operation. 190
The corrected map now presents fluctuations in Sr which are visible as coherent bands both at the top 191 and bottom of the map, showing continuity of these features. The map can be smoothed to clean the 192 high-frequency fluctuations using a 5x5 mask (Fig. 4) . 
